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petition push starts
M PI RG return effort
By Jean Farrand
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG)
began petitioning efforts this
week to obtain student per
mission to be reinstated on
campus.
Heading the petitioning effort
is Cathy McDonald, a St. Cloud
State College student and
MPIRG organizer.
McDonald was one of 12
Minnesota college students who
attended an MPIRG organizing
workshop last summer in
Minneapolis.
The workshop was conducted
by the Center for Urban En
counter (CUE), an organization
which trains people interested
in working for social change on
a variety of issues.
According to McDonald, the
workshop was set up to train
organizers for each MPIRG
local board on member cam
puses.
However, the program was
only partially successful
because some campuses, in
cluding Moorhead State
College, were not able to send a
person to the workshop.
At the conclusion of the
workshop, McDonald was hired
on a part-time basis as an
organizer for northern MPIRG
campuses, including MSC.
Although MSC has been
plagued by organizational
problems since its inception, it
has had difficultues similar to
those on other campuses.

McDonald added that as
every MPIRG member campus
is different, each local board
must suit the needs of its par
ticular student body.
MPIRG is run by a student
State Board of Directors
representing over 20 member
campuses. This Board makes
all policy decisions. These
decisions are then implemented
by a professional staff of
researchers, lawyers, com
munity organizers and ad
ministrators.
MPIRG is a non-profit, non
partisan, student controlled
corporation representing
student interests in areas such
as consumer protection, en
vironmental quality, oc
cupational safety, urban
planning, government effectivness and similar issues of
urgent and long-range concern.

SPIRIT OF '74: Homecoming Game hi-jinx — from "pickpocketing" police and St. Cloud's upset victory to Prexy
Roland Dille's exodus from a "space capsule" — epitomized the variety of this fall's homecoming offerings at
Moorhead State. The Student Union Program Board, Alumni Association and other brain trusts introduced a
number of new events — carnival rides and a reunion of players from the Dragons last undefeated gridiron squad —
as well as events that encouraged greater participation by students, staff and faculty as opposed to mere spectatoring. One Student Union banner summed up this fall's response on the MSC Campus to the too-early talk of
homecoming's demise here — "Homecoming? Hell Yes!!"
Photo by Kurt Clemensen

it's time!
Members of the Moorhead State
Campus Community who are disposed to
whip up whoopee on a weekend and those
who enjoy their sack time can both
look forward to Saturday Night, Oct. 26.
Both can repeat one hour of their
favorite pasttime
as the Midwest
returns to Central Standard Time at 2
a.m. Sunday, Oct. 27. At that bewitching
hour, the bureaucrats would have us all
stop whatever we are doing and turn our
clocks back one hour. Thinkingwomen
and men will pick any hour of Saturday
they feel like to set back their clocks
and repeat their favorite hour.

closes Oct. 25
By Pamela Knudson
Four 3-quarter Student
Senate positions will be decided
in the up-coming election Nov.
5. The four new senators will be
elected at-large.
Interested students must file
in the Student Senate Office in
Comstock Memorial Union
before 5 p.m. Oct. 25. Those
failing to meet this deadline
must petition to have their
names placed on the ballot by
compiling a list of 400 student
names. This list must be turned
in by Oct. 30. All candidates
must have at least a 2.0 grade
average.

What these campuses need,
says McDonald, is a student or
organizer "who wants to make
it happen and will build an
organization."
She added that MSC has a
core group of students returning
from last year's local board that
is starting to work on issues but
that additional members are
needed to keep the momentum
gbing.

Campaigning is scheduled to
begin at 1 p.m. Oct. 28 and run
to midnight Nov. 4. Students
may listen to and question
candidates for the Senate at an
open hearing at 7 p.m. Nov. 4 in
the Main Lounge of the CMU.

The role of MPIRG local
boards is vital for MPIRG to
fulfill its commitment to public
interest issues, commented
McDonald.

Positions are also open on the
Student Advisory Council. The
deadline for filing is the same as
for Senate positions.

She explained that MPIRG at
the local level must act as a
focus for the expression of
public interest on the campus
and in the local community.
Locally, one of MPIRG's
goals is to provide the con
tinuity factor in the on-going
public interest movement as
well as to coordinate local
actions in the areas of social,
environmental and consumer
planning.

SS Election to fill four
a t - l a r g e s e a t s ; filing

Stop complaining about Kise food and take a second look at how
the food service is actually run on Pages 8 and 9.

Photo by Bruce Crummy

According to Mark Vanyo (srEast Grand Forks) of the
Student Election Board,
President Roland Dille has
issued a temporary ruling
delaying the election of the
Student Senate President until
winter quarter. 'Under the
present constitution, the senate
president is chosen in the fall
term, but an amendment to
change that to winter will be
voted on Nov. 5.

The outcome of that amend
ment decision will determine
the length of the next senate
president's term. If the
amendment passes, his term
will run three quarters. If it
fails, he will serve only two
quarters.
Every quarter one-third of the
senators come up for re
election. This quarter only two
have completed their terms:
Lance Onan (so-Sabin) and Kim
Ryan (so-Minnetonka). They
apparently have decided
against running for re-election.

paging thru...
Concerned that your Red River
Arts Center might be closed
down because of a lack in
funds? Read the interview with
Claudia Baker, the Center's
director on Page 10.

Read what this year's
Distinguished Alumni had to
say about Homecoming at
MSC. Page 7.

Scholarships for women
athletes may soon be a reality.
Turn to the Sports section for
more information.

New chairmen head five MSC
departments. Meet them on
Page 13.
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The featured speaker on Oct.
A program for the observance and "Around the Twin Cities," Mathematical Association of
of United Nations World by Dr. Eugene Cotton Mather. America. These meetings will 26 will be Dr. Henry Pollak, a
be held in Room 110 of King graduate*ofHarvard University
Development Information Day,
and Pie.oid_mt-Elect of the
R e f r e s h m e n t s w i l l b e Biology Hall.
Oct. 28, is being sponsored by
Mathematical* Association of
the Baha'i Community of available after the program.
America, who will speak on
The
sessions
will
begin
at
8
Moorhead. It will bo held at 7:80
"The Nature of Mathematical
p.m.
Oct.
25,
with
Dr.
Garald
p.m.
in
the
Katherine
Ixvnard
Winners of the recent
Heuer of Concordia College Research in Industry." Several
Moorhead State. College Room of the Moorhead Public
(.in Oct. 25-26. Moorhead State speaking on the topic, "What is shorter papers will also be
Library
The
pub.he
is
invited
to
Bookstore drawing were Larry
College will host the North the 'Solution' in a Bimatrix presented at the Saturday
Morken, (jr-Ulen) and Mary attend
session which start s at 9:30 a.m.
Central Section meetings of the Game?"
Nelson, (so-Henning). These
:/sJsZrf
MM/MM
two students will each receive a
10-speed bicycle courtesy of the
Sri Chimney, director of the
Bookstore. Approximately 1.000 I'N Meditation Group, will
students registered for the speak at Moorhead State
contest.
College at 2:30 p.m. Oct. 25 in
the CMl' Ballroom. There will
be no charge and the public is
invited.
The first of what will

announcements

hopefully be a series of Honors
Seminars will be offered
winter quarter. This seminar
will be a study of Biography as
History and Literature under
the direction of Dr. Lee Grugel.
Department of History and Dr.
Gary Litt, Department of
English.
Enrollment will be limited to
students with above average
academic records. Interested
students should see either one of
the instructors as enrollment is
by permission only. Office
hours for both are from 4-5 p.m.
daily.

Are you thinking about going
on a trip soon? If you are, the
place to go is the Travel Center
located in the Student Activities
Room on the second floor of
Comstock Memorial Union. The
Travel Center will be open
every Monday through Thur
sday 2-5 p.m., starting Oct. 28.

A public program featuring
four members of the University
of Minnesota Geography
Department has been planned
for 2 p.m. Oct. 28 in Bridges Hall
Room 361.

The Moorhead State College
Housing Office is currently
Arranged by the Moorhead
accepting applications for the State Geography Club and open
positions of Night Watchmen. to anyone interested, the
Applicants must be either 20 program will include the
years of age or a junior and following papers read by their
have at least a 2.0 G.P.A. Ap authors: "Where Have All the
plications can be picked up in Flowers Gone?" by Dr.
the Housing Office located in Roderick H. Squires; "Crop
Ballard Hall. Moorhead State Rotations," by Dr. John F.
College is an Equal Opportunity Hart; "African Markets and
Employer.
Rural Economic Develop
ment," by Dr. Earl P. Scott,

events calendar

You're Closer To Buying
A New Volvo Than You Think
If you've been putting off buying a Volvo only because your nearest
Volvo dealer wasn't near enough, you just lost your excuse, because
your nearest Volvo dealer just became .... Us.

OVERVOLD'S
Fargo-Moorhead

Thursday, Oct. 24
3:15 p.m. Open Discussion for All Interested Students — United Campus
Ministry Center
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship—Room 202, Comstock Union
7-9 p.m. Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8 p.m. Chess Club— Room 147, Comstock Union
8 p.m. F-M Audubon Society Presents: Mr. Leo Kirsch, Woodworth, topic
"Ecological History of Eastern North Dakota" — Library Auditorium
Oct. 24-26
8:15 p.m. MSC Theatre Production: George Bernard Shaw's The Devil's
Disciple — CA Aud.
Friday, Oct. 25
9-11 a.m. Student Teaching Aboard Workshop — MacLean Room 259
2 p.m. Minority Group Studies Forum: Speaker Sylvia Kruger — MacLean
Room 308
2:30 p.m. Special Lecture: Sri Chinmoy, India — Eastern Spiritual
Philosophy — Comstock Union Ballroom
2:30 p.m. Student Activities Budget Committee — Room 226, Comstock
4 p.m. Women's Field Hockey: MSC vs CC at Concordia
6-10 p.m. North Central Mathematical Meeting — Biology 110
6:30-8:30p.m. Faculty — Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30p.m. SUPB Free Film — Wooden Nickel, Comstock Union
Saturday, Oct. 26
8-5 p. m. North Central Mathematical Meeting — Biology 110
1-5 p.m. Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Sunday, Oct. 27
7 p.m. Sig Tau's Meeting — Room 202, Union
7 p.m. Student Union Program Board Meeting — Room 226, Union
8 p.m. Tau Kappa Epsiion Meeting — Union Senate Chambers
~~9p.m. Circle K Meeting — Room 202 Union
8:15 p.m. Student Recital: Steve Werpy — Recital Hall, Center for the Arts
Monday, Oct. 28
4 p.m. Student Senate — Union Senate Chambers
8 p.m. MSC Women's Club Meeting —Owens Lounge
9 p.m. Phi Sig's Meeting — Room 202, Union
7-9 p.m. Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Tuesday, Oct. 29
7:30 p.m. Alpha Delta Phi Meeting — Room 215, Union
7-9 p.m. Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. AAUP Meeting — Owens Lounge
9 p.m. Panhellenic Election — NE Ballroom, Union
9 p.m. Coffeehouse Presents: Robin 8. Linda Williams, Folk Music —
Wooden Nickel, Union
Wednesday, Oct. 30
4 p.m. Faculty Senate — Owens Lounge
7-9 p.m. Women's Free Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. German Club Meeting — MacLean 217,
7:30 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ - Roo rn 202, Union
8 p.m. Regent Professor Lecture: Dr Ralph Comstock, U. of Minn., Topic
"Collegs and Universities in Modern Soc et/" - REcital Hall, Center for
Arts
9 p.m. Cofffeehouse Prsents: Robin 6, Linda Williams, Folk Music —
Wooden Nickel, Union

Choose From These Four
Great Volvo Models Now On Display

Volvo 142

Volvo 144

/
Volvo 145

Volvo 164E

OUT IN THE REAL WORLD YOU NEED
ALL THE VOLVO YOU CAN GET!
Full line of parts and factory trained specialists to serve you after
your purchase or for your present Volvo.

OVERVOLD'S
"WHERE THE ACTION IS"

OLDSMOBILE
JEEP&VOLVO
2302 S. University Drive, Fargo

CADILLAC
Dial 232-3366

Peter Yin quits Senate
vice president position
By Pamela Knudson

He also said that this topic
and the liquor on campus
question will be discussed at the
next Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
meeting to be held Friday, Oct.
25 in Bemidji.

The vice president of the
Student Senate, Peter Yin (jrHong Kong), announced his
resignation from that body at
Monday's meeting. He said that
his decision to withdraw was
due to "personal and
debatable" reasons which he
declined to state. His
resignation was effective
Tuesday.

Along the lines of program
review, Walter Eisner (jrLuverne) introduced a motion,
which passed unanimously,
stating that the faculty were
""unfairly burdened" by being
pinpointed as the reason for a
possible tuition increase. He
proposed that the senators
petition or consult with the
student and faculty population
on their reactions to this matter
and that they endeavor to check
administrative spending.

The Senate will hold an
election within its ranks to fill
that vacancy as outlined in the
Constitution of Moorhead State
College. Yin leaves after one
and a half quarters on the
Senate as vice president.
Of the numerous motions
brought to the floor, a resolution
on the question of program
review was passed
unanimously. Introduced by
President Steve Hegranes (srMoorhead), the resolution
"supports the continuation of
the majors currently under
review and advocates the im
provement of these majors. It
will be presented to the State
College Board (SCB) for con
sideration.

"Let's turn it around',' said
Eisner. "The State College
Board should have to justify
their existence." He hinted that
the SCB was up to "games
again" by blaming a possible
tuition increase .on pending
faculty salary raises.
In other action, the Student
Senate:

President, ringed by his
cigarette smoke, abstained
from the voting and the motion
passed 7-2.
+voted to urge the SCB to
change its regulations to
comply with, the law now in
dicating that the sale and
consumption of 3.2 beer (with
conditions) on state college
campuses is permissible. (The
Senate had been informed that
the guidelines for such beer
consumption had been
established and the only place it
could be done is the Comstock
Memorial Union.)
+passed a motion to reaffirm
the procedure that all
scheduling of on-campus events
must be cleared by Irene
Hexum in the Scheduling Office.
The Senate was informed
that:
+sales of Lark and Fargo
Theatre tickets have doubled
from sales at this time last
year. This is part of the TriCollege Co-op program which
tries to obtain reduced rates for
college students. The tickets are
available in the Et Cetera shop.

+tabled a request from the
Circle-K for $150 to cover its
district convention expenses
+MPIRG's petition drive for
increased by the unexpected signatures will begin im
rise in membership this year. mediately and run about one
They discussed reconsidering week.
the request when a written
stipulation is presented to them "Executive offices in the Interas to "the strings" to be at Residence Hall Council (IRHC)
are now open and any student
tached to its spending.
living in a dormitory is eligible
+prohibited smoking in the to run.
Senate Chambers. This is in
compliance with a resolution
passed two weeks ago. The

Eight majors at MSC are
currently under speculation by
the SCB which asked for
"justification for their con
tinuing existence," the
resolution read. They are
Chemistry, Economics, FVench,
Geography,
German,
Philosophy, Physics, and
Spanish. Hegranes stated that
the number and types of majors
being questioned "vary
somewhat from campus to
campus."

COMING TO FARGO
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ONE OF AMERICA'S
MOST SENSATIONAL

'FREESTYLE'
HOT DOG SKIERS
ED LINCOLN
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Want Ads-
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A ghoul-d idea
for 25'

Buying a Car?
It's A Big Decision
So Make The Right One.

'74 Chevy Monte Carlo$
Hardtop coupe, air,
11,000 miles. Bronze .

'72 Ford Mustang
Vinyl Top, Green.
33,000 Actual Miles
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AMERICAN SPORTSMAN

4995

^

Supremes. Hardtop $
coupes, air. Your
choice, blue or cream

v:

From Denver,Colorado

• Member erf Heod Slu and Solomon Binding Freestyle Tearry Tied lor 1st,
Havenly Volley, Colo.; 1st Overall, WmterecoU, Aspen, Colo.; 1st overall
Okk Barrymore Freestyle, Aspen, Colo.; 1st Olympic Cup-Cot.; 1st Olympic
Cup-Copper Mt., Colo.; 1st Beconta Freestyle Contests; 1st Quarter Finals
Pro Roce-Col.,Star Skier in movie "Head Yahoo"; Stunt Skier for star in
Hollywood movie "Ultimata Thrill"; 1st most spectacular jump. Aspen
'Ooublefaack layout'; 1st most spectacular jump Aspen 'Mobius Rips'; 1st
most spectacular jump, Copper Mt. Double Helicopter'.

Republican Dan Reber raps with two Moorhead State students — Cleo
Sedlecek (fr-Warren) and Cameron Fanfulik (so-Warren), center, — at one
of this fall's major homecoming events. Political Emphasis Day drew Reber
of Breckenrige, this election year's challenger to 7th District Congressman
Bob Bergland of Roseau, and six other state office-seekers to address and
field questions from an audience of students, staff members and faculty.
Photo by Kurt Clemensen.

Hardtop coupe, 350
Rocket engine, Black

ap
mm

Good selection of older used cars. So for a good
deal call a felfow student.

AT

AMERICAN SPORTSMAN

'WEST ACRES'

'SOUTH FARGO'
SKI SHOP

American
Sportsman

m

SATURDAY, OCT. 26
9:30 to 6:00

LOCATED AT:
2502 S. UNIV. DR.
AND IN
WEST ACRES
m

Call:

Gary Heikes
At

OLDSMOBILE
Business

Overvolds
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editorial
By Janis Fredrickson
This year the absence of a queen to reign over
Homecoming festivities wasn't being criticized as
much as the absence of students to participate in the
planned events was.
•

Are you aware that only 17 tickets were sold to the
Gil Eagles hypnotist show and out of desperation
SUPB had to pick up the whole tab and offer the show
for free?
Are you aware that the carnival attracted more
neighborhood kiddies out of school for MEA weekend
than it did college students?
Are you aware of the poor turnouts for the concerts
and dance and the very thin crowd that appeared to
hear District 9A candidates speak for Political
Emphasis day?
Granted the variety show and the football game
were packed, but why the apathy towards the other
events?
Even humorous events flopped — the space capsule
President Dille "arrived" in at the football game's
half-time was ripped off earlier in the week.
It has been suggested that this year's Homecoming
came at a bad time as midterms were in full swing. It
has also been suggested that the advertising cam
paign was too ambiguous— wrong times were posted
and admission rates and dress codes changed at the
last minute.
Even if these elements were part of the poor par
ticipation, I question MSC's claim to a Homecoming.
Homecoming 1974 is already a thing of the past, but do
this year's catastrophic results even warrant a
Homecoming 1975?
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To The Editor:
I see the signs and hear the public address
in the Union: "Thank your SUPB for your
Homecoming! " Why should I? Why should
anyone? SUPB does not run homecoming.
There is a Homecoming Committee that runs
the festivities. The special events person
from SUPB is supposed to chair the
committee and the financing comes from
SUPB's budget. But it is the Homecoming
Committee's responsibility to administer the
funds and to see that everything runs
smoothly.
I would like to recommend that the
Homecoming Committee be established as a
regular college committee with its own
budget. The committee could plan the next
year's homecoming by the end of winter
quarter and submit a budget request in
March to the Student Activities Budget
Committee. This would eliminate confusion
as to who "has" homecoming and who has the
money for it.
For this year's homecoming I would like to
thank the Homecoming Committee and
especially commend the Brothers of Tau
Kappa Episolon Fraternity for their hard
work and dedication.
Sincerely,
STEVEN HEGRANES, President
Student Senate

To the MSC Student body:
The Et Cetera shop has a new service which
helps reduce pollution of our air, soil, and
water, saves energy in this time of shortages
and preserves our natural resources. If you
drop your old newspapers off at the Et Cetera
shop they'll have them recycled.
According to Sylvia Porter, economic
journalist, paper which is thrown away is "...
not only lost as a potential raw material for
paperboard and paperboard products, but it
also devours our taxes in clean up and
disposal. On top of this, Environmental
Agency studies show energy savings ranging
from 60 to 70 per cent in favor of recycling
over virgin pulp." Recycling also means
lower consumption of our virgin materials.
This can be exemplified by a statistic from
Environment
Magazine. "Each ton of
recycled pulp saves seventeen trees."
Combine that statistic with a statement from
Reclaiming Wastes is Reclaiming Quality of
Life program, "each American uses 600
pounds of paper per year."
In other other words, if any three of us
recycled all the paper we use in one year we
would save about 17 years worth of paper. The
contribution of every individual is significant.
Sincerely,
LESTER C. OLSON
295 Holmquist

/

To The Editor:
Someone reading the front-page story of the
(Oct. 10) Advocate might have quite
plausibly been led to conclude that there is a
direct correlation between tution costs and
faculty salaries; this, to my knowledge, has
not been the case in higher education since
the Middle Ages. It is certainly not the case at
Moorhead State; perhaps I can illustrate this
by using my own situation.
I have 77 students, all enrolled in 4-hour
courses. I assume for ease of computation
that they are in-state students who pay $8 per
credit (scholarships don't enter into the
figuring, since, as I understand it,
the
bookeeeping proceeds as though the tuition
were paid). My students pay $2,464 (77x4x$8).
The article states that "18 per cent of faculty
instruction costs are paid by tuition," since
eighteen per cent of my quarterly salary is
$2,464, my full salary for the quarter must be
$13,688.00 (2,464 divided by 18) or about
$41,000 a year.Unfortunately, there seems to
be some slippage, because they only pay me
$13,100 a year or about one-third.
The effect of the article is to pi,t students
against faculty, but I think that a mutually
satisfactory compromise could be worked
out.. The Higher Education Coordination
Commission believes that "30 per cent of
faculty instruction costs should be borne by
tuition" if we take the $2,464.00 my students
now pay and divide it by the .3 the HECC
wants, I end up with $8,213.33 a quarter or
$24,640 a year. This should make the HECC
happy; it should make students happy since
tuition would not have to go up, and it sure
would make me happy.
Sincerely,
JOHN SHERMAN
Asst. Prof., English

SSfilingopen
Filing is now open for
Student Senate - elections.
Four
Senator-At-Large
positions are open. The election
will be held on Nov. 5. Please
file in the Student Senate
office , by Friday, Oct. 25, at 5
p.m.

Hey FriendHave you ever gone to your 9 a.m. Monday
class and waken up everyone around you who
has a hangover, because your stomach is
growling due to the fact that you got home at
6:14 p.m. on Sunday night and ran to Kise only
to find it was closed and you did not get to eat
that great chipped tooth steak? Class finally
gets out and you tear over to Kise and get a
bloody nose cause the door to Line A slammed
in your face and someone is smiling through
the glass at you as you read their lips
relaying, "Sorry, we're closed", and both
your watch and Kise's clock say 9:58 a.m.?
The day procedes...
You get out of Chem lab early (6 p.m.) and
the campus blurs by you as several of your
classmates cheer you on withstreams of "Go,
Schwartz, Go!" Your legs are toppling un
derneath you while wild visions pass through
your skull of possibly biting into "a foreign or
regional dinner," which could "represent a
single country's cuisine, or follow an in
ternational theme from around the world
which will contribute to your educational
experiences as well as your dining en
joyment." As you burst through the doors into
the lobby of Kise Commons, you are
astonished to find a hallway filled with 500
other students waiting for that exotic foreign
dish — tacos. Finally you are able to make
...Continued on Page 5

X

Page 5

letters (cont. from P. 4)
your way through Line A, wait 5 minutes for a
table to open up for your party of 3, and sit
down to enjoy your plate of 2 tacos.
As you try to chow down your food so you
can make it back for unlimited seconds before
the line closes, some fool is trying to "develop
good fellowship and strengthen social
relationships." While standing patiently in
line (waiting for that golden ticket which
entitles the bearer to one more unlimited
entree) you detect a feeling of well-being and
security from the fact that you are not the
only one being bummed by the lines, etc.
As you fondle the ticket for the next ten feet,
rounding the corner for the steamy home
stretch to your second plate of tacos, saliva
pouring from the corners of your mouth like a
Pavlovian dog, you stretch out your plate for
another serving, toss your ticket wildly in the
air, only to be disappointed when the steam
clears to find only ONE taco gracing your
plate. "If you want another taco you'll have to
go to the end of the line!"
End of story.
Is the hassle of getting seconds (going to the
end of the line, getting a ticket, receiving only
lh of a portion the second time) worth the
board increase we paid this year for these
services?
Is Rise living up to its own stated objectives
of: courteous and friendly service and
receptiveness to your thoughts and
suggestions for improving service?
We would like the ARA staff and the Food
Service Committee to re-evaluate Rise ac
cording to their stated objectives and see if
the students are really getting more for the
money they are paying.
Sincerely, Bill Scharpen, G. Roman
Herges, David W. Sovba, B. Cecil Femling,
J.G. Meuwissen.

Are Big Business!
. . .SO WHEN YOU BUY BE SURE IT'S FROM
A REPUTABLE SHOP THAT SELLS ONLY
QUALITY BICYCLES AT REASONABLE PRICES
AND BACKS EVERY SALE WITH A "NO
NONSENSE" GUARANTY IN WRITING.
"THE BIKE SHOP" HAS RALEIGHS, PEUGEOTS,
SEKAIS, ROSS, TYLERS, SHINWONS AND
ECHOS IN MANY SIZES AND COLORS.
SERVICING, REPAIRING AND ADJUSTING IS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE IN OUR WELL EQUIPPED
'SHOP USING ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT PARTS.
A LARGE NUMBER OF RE-CONDITIONED
TRADEDTN BIKES WHICH ALSO HAVE
GUARANTEES ARE FOR SALfc AT
REASONABLE PRICES.
PLAN TO STORE YOUR BIKE WITH US OVER
THE WINTER. $15.00 WILL HAVE IT CLEANED
LUBRICATED AND ADJUSTED. ADDITIONAL
WORK WILL BE DONE AT THE OWNERS
REQUEST.

election on changing
MSC All-College
Constitution due
By Pamela Knudson
Four amendments and eight
re-worded bylaws will be
presented to the entireMoorhead
State College community in an
election^early next month if
plans proceed as scheduled.
"The election will be held in
the first full week in November
— that is, if we assume there's
no particular controversy,"
commented William Treumann
on the impending election which
will present two constitutional
amendments
affecting
Moorhead State College
students.
Treumann is chairman of the
Constitution and Bylaws
Committee, the body which
drafted a proposal of minor
word changes, altered Faculty
Senate voting procedures and
made two Student Senate
changes.
The first pertains to the size of
the Student Senate, allowing for
a body of 18 members and a
special election should that
number fall below 16.
This results in a more flexible
system, said Treumann, in
which the Senate can sustain
the loss of a couple of senators
without having to call a special
election so often. It arises from
"a complaint in the past that we
do- altogehter too much
balloting around here," he
explained.

will occur wnen the committee
meets sometime after this
week's hearing which was open
to comments and questions
from the college community.
He said the three election
boards — student, staff* and
facuty — "may or may not
confer on the date " of the
election and suggested that the
changes will be voted on
separately, perhaps on com
puter cards.

WINE

SANGROLE' JUG
Annie Green Springs
BOONE'S FARM
Paul Masson
YAGO SANT'GRIA
(5th and Magnums)
(Complimentary
Magazines)

CHECK OUR WINES'
Against N. Dak. You will
be pleasantly surprised!

IROUNDHOUSI
94 LIQUORS
12th Ave. S & Old Hwy. 52
236-9494 — Moorhead

But, he added, everyone votes
on each of the changes no
matter if that change affects
them directly or not. It is an allcollege Constitution.
If the four amendments are
okayed in the up-coming
election, they will have then to
be approved by the State
College Board (SCB). By law
changes are considered "as
more of a housekeeping nature
and can be handled locally."
said Treumann. The SCB meets
again formally Nov. 18-19.
MSC President Roland Dille
can reject the bylaw changes
after the election, but it is not so
with amendments. Treumann
explained that in the structure
of the Constitution there is
ample opportunity for the
President to "get into the
works" long before either
bylaws or amendments are up
for election.

The second amendment
Another question being
switches the election of the bandied about is that if the
president to winter quarter and election is postponed too long
vice president to fall quarter. the Senate will have to operate
Currently, the Constitution calls under the present constitution.
for Student Senate president to That means that it may be
be elected in the fall, vice necessary for a Student Senate
president in winter and presidential election to be held
secretary-treasurer in spring. this fall quarter. The SCB must
okay the amendment before it
The Constitution also calls for legally goes into effect.
a 15-day lapse after the
publication of the text (of the
Said Treumann: "They (the
proposed amendments) before Student Election Board) have
the election can be held. That handled this in somewhat of an
publication, said Treumann; irregular manner before."

Beautifully styled, perfectly
matched wedding rings by
Keepsake, mastercrafted in
elegant 14K gold.

W EST ACRES
(w) Keepwa kx >
1)1 \MO\IM I MI R

100 Vi-Lb. Hamburgers
given away each noon
to the 1st 100 people
12:15 p.m.

THE BIKE SHOP
1120 2nd Avenue No.
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58101

Phone 235-0666

EXCLUSIVE RALEIGH
FR A NCHISE IN FARGO

NOW APPEARING

Gravel Road
Johnny Holm Starts Monday
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HECC okays aid program
St. Paul — Proposals for
significant improvements in
state student aid programs,
including a $200 increase in
maximum scholarship and
grant awards, have been ap
proved by the Higher Education
Coordinating Commission
(HECC) and will be recom
mended to the 1975 Minnesota
Legislature.
The Commission, now in the
process of formulating its
biennial legislative proposals, is
requesting that the maximum
state scholarship and grant
program award be increased
from $1,000 to $1,200. It also is
requesting authority to
negotiate interstate agreements
of reciprocity of student aid
programs with states where a
tuition reciprocity agreement
has been negotiated (Wiscon
sin) and is requesting authority
to transfer funds from the
scholarship program to the
grant progam in order to gain
greater flexibility in meeting
individual student needs.
"The reason for the requested
increase in the maximum
award is that education costs at
some public institutions have
increased to the point that a
$1,000 limit no longer allows for
one half of demonstrated need
(current program rule) to be
met for some students," said
MHECC Executive Director
Richard C. Hawk.
"Raising the maximum to
$1,200 would allow for meeting
the one-half need for qualified
recipients at any public in
stitution. And authority for
interstate agreements would

promote greater choice of post
secondary institutions by each
-applicant
For the current academic
year, the Font mission has
awarded approximately $8
mi'.hen to about 12.000 students
the largest amount of
financial assistance to the
largest number of students ever

provided by the state under the
program.
The Commission, which
administers the state student
aid programs, is recommending
that the $30 million bonding
limit for the State Student Loan
Program be eliminated and that
the Commission be given
authority to issue such future
bonds as are needed.

EOMS, sabbatical s
occupy Faculty Senate
By Lynne Bell
The motion concerning a
director for the Equal Op
portunity for Minority Students
(EOMS) program, tabled at a
previous Faculty Senate
•meeting, was revived at the
Oct. 15 meeting. Also debated at
the meeting was the report from
the ad hoc committee on sab
baticals and a proposed
grievance procedure from the
affirmative action group.
A memo sent to the Faculty
Senate from Vice-president
Robert MacLeod concerning the
EOMS report of last spring said
the only discrepancy in that
policy and what is being offered
now is the job description. In
stead of being a full-time EOMS
director, whoever is hired for
the job will be a Dart-time
counselor also.
Dr. Nancy Parlin expressed
concern at the fact the job
description also includes
teaching two graduate classes
in counseling. It is possible, she
felt, the person interested in the

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Ex<
xcept for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
W I T H D R A W A L F R O M C L A S S E S : Wednesday, Nov. 6, is the deadline for
withdrawal from fall 1974 classes. No withdrawals will be approved after
Nov. 6. To complete a withdrawal: (1) Fill out a pink Change of Program
card; (2) Secure the signature of the class instructor; (3) Turn in the form at
the Admissions and Records Office. All three steps must be completed
before the deadline.
J O B S H O P : MON EY! Like the stuff? Why not pick some up by getting a job?
We have about 100 jobs to offer you ambitious college students this week.
Right now you can fulfill your dreams and be a landscaper, bouncer,
nightwatchman (or nightwatch woman), music director, truck loader,
babysitter, or yard person (?). Why not stop by the Job Shop, 209 Owens, and
check out these possible jobs. We're open Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.

job would take it because of the
teaching opportunities and the
EOMS responsibilities.
Dean Eileen Hume, who is
currently serving as EOMS
coordinator said the minority
students feel it is great the
director would also be in
counseling. The students feel it
would benefit them, and Hume
said it would offer the director
a chance for advancement,
which might create some
continuity in the program.
Senator Larry MacLeod read
the recommendation of the ad
hoc committee on sabbaticals,
which he said merely tightened
up the language and put in some
dates. According to MacLeod,
there was not much else to be
done "because sabbaticals are
subjec to financial whims."
Instead of accepting
the
sabbatical report, the Senate
voted to retain the wording in
the 1974-75 faculty handbook.
Several suggestions came out
of the discussion, such as giving
priority to those teachers
wishing full year sabbaticals,
though there was also some
discusson on one-quarter
sabbaticals. The question was
also raised as to what a sab
batical was to be used for,
advancement to benefit the
college, such as work on master
or doctoral degrees or as a
vacation.
The affirmative action
grievance procedure was ac
cepted on the condition the
controlling officer for the state
would be a classified position. It
is hoped the procedure, which is
similar to the State College
plan, will eventually become a
part of the established college
'procedure.

F O R S A L E : Beautiful lines damask
drapes (120" across, 85" in length)
off-white and light pineapple with
matching sheers. Best offer. Call
236-2912or 236-1999 (after 4:30 p.m.).
Johanna Neuer.

P R E G A N T A N D A L O N E ? Call
BIRTHRIGHT! The volunteers will
provide free, confidential help. Help
without pressure... without charge.
Call any weekday ... day or night at
701-237-9955.

W O M E N : See the film Growing U p
Female, Tuesday, October 29, 7:00,
SE corner of Ballroom. Discusson
will follow.

B O O K S A L E : West Acres, Friday,
Nov. 1 from 12 a.m.-9 p.m and
Saturday, Nov. 2 from 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Proceeds go American Association
of University Women Fellowship
Fund.

P E R S O N A L : Paul — I may not have
big brown eyes but any love is good
love so why not take what you can
get?
B I R T H R I G H T : Options a pregnant,
single woman may choose. Don't
make the decision alone. Birthright
can help. Birthright provides con
fidential help. Help without
pressure... without charge. Call any
weekday... day or night. 701-2379955.
W A N T E D : Used 10-speed bike in
good condition. Call 233-4135 after
3:30.
F O R S A L E : Ski-boots— Rosemount
Fastbacks, good cond. $60.00 or best
offer. Call 236-3011. Ask for Nip.
W A N T E D : Looking for a ride to jot
at West Acres nights around 5:30.
Will share costs. Call 236-3151. Ask
for John.

B E F O R E Y O U B U Y : Call J & J
Auto Sales. 293-9919. 1016 Main Ave.
Fargo

H A V E A Q U E S T I O N : We will an
swer it and if we don't know, we'll
find out for you. Come to Everything
& Anything Info. Center from 10-5,
Mon. thru Fri. We are located in
Flora Frick Hall and our telephone
no. is 3677.
T O D A Y O N L Y : Open House with
Free refreshments in MSC
Democrats New Headquarters.
Open Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. until
election day. Located in Activities
Room, 2nd Floor, CMU.
P E R S O N A L : Dear JMF — Roses
are red. Marriage is like glue. Have
fun getting stuck. Sincerely, Goo
Frou.

L O S T : Silver chain with a cross on
it.. Intr* ural field. Would ap
preciate .s return. Jerry 3209.
F O R S A L E : Remington model 870,
12-gauge, 3" magnum shotgun. Only
has shot 1 box of shells. Call 236-0095
after 10:30 P.M.
W O M E N : See the film Growing U p
Female, Tuesday, Oct. 29, 7 p.m. SE
corner of Ballroom. Discussion will
follow.
B E F O R E Y O U B U Y : Call J & J
Auto Sales. 293-9919. 1016 Main Ave.
Fargo
F O R S A L E : 21" B-W console TV. 8
track tape deck. Both in good conditon. Must sell. Call Steve 233-1256.
F O R S A L E : New 200 MM, SMC
Takumar lens. $125.00. Also, Hart
Galaxy Skis with hook bindings.
$60. 236-3557.
N E E D A B R E A K F R O M
S T U D Y I N G ? ! ? ! Come on down to
the Wooden Nickel and take in some
Folk and Bluegrass from Robin and
Linda Williams. Oct. 29, 30, 31. 9-12
mid. Bring your babe along!!
E D S U L L I V A N : We'regoing to miss
you. Topo and Friends.

'
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Featuring:
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CANYON
Next Week GUSTO
OPEN AT 12 NOON

H a p p y Hour from 4 t o 7
Think and Drink—Tuesday and
Thursday 7:00 - 9:00
AND SATURDAY MOVIES AT 2:30 P.M.

toimmrtA
610 Main, Fargo
232-2008
Open Mon. Until 9:00
Evenings By Appointment

HO WAITRESS.
NOWAIt AA
When you order dinner at McDonalds, it's nosooner said
d than
thandone.
done.

M

\t

%

|Mc
|McDonald
Donate ' s

Moorhead: 220 S. 8th St.
Fargo: 2424 S. Univ. Dr.
Coming soon: North of West Acres

NOW APPEARING

GasLite Lounge

Perfect quality, permanent
registration and loss protection.
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honored MSC alumni reminisce
By Jean Farrand and
Lynne Bell

Although some things may
change, others remain pretty
much the same, was the general
comment of three of the four
distinguished alumni retur
nees for Moorhead State
College's 1974 Homecoming.
Each of the three, Dr. Hugh
Schoephoester, Vern Schranz
and Alfred Richards (Dr.
Maynard Reynolds could not be
reached), commented there is
still an interest in the individual
on the MSC campus.
Schoephoester, '54, of Anoka,
said even though the physical
appearance of the campus is
different, there is still the
commitment to excellence that
has always existed.
If he had his education to re
do, Schoephoester said he
would return to MSC. He began
here as a second grade student
in the campus school and
continued to finish his education
on this campus.
When asked why he was
chosen as one of the honored,
Schoephoester, who heads the
Minnesota Right to Read
program, said he did not really
know, but was deeply honored.

Hugh Schoephoester '54

Schranz explained that in his
day the college was small
enough so the professors and
students knew each other
personally, which meant alot to
him.

Although he has not been to a
Homecoming since 1938, he
"If I had it to do over again, speculated that fewer alumni
I'd come back to Moorhed State probably come back today for
for my college education," the festivities than in the past.
Schranz of Muncie, IN. said. Schranz explained that years
ago, the graduates did not drift
away from the area as much as
they seem to now.
Dr. Harlan Geiger

Dr. James
McAndrew

He added that Homecoming
in his college days was full of
"lots of good dances and lots of
fun ... just like it is now."

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

(|*
Barbers

Everything
In Hair Design

235-9442

Broadway and NP

miinm:
On«

HOUR

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

Richards of Battle Creek, MI,
reminisced about his college
days, saying Moorhead State is
nol longer the same campus it
used to be.

Alfred Richards '39

He commented that when he
was a student, there were only
about 750 students attending the
college , but he added "It's a
pleasure to see the campus
growing."
An outstanding music
educator in Battle Creek for
m^ny years, Richards said his
education at Moorhead State
was meaningful because a
smaller school was so personal.
Richards said Homecoming
1974 was exciting for him
because "so many of the old
gang came back" because the
college means so much to
them.
In his
day, MSC's
Homecoming included the
traditional king and queen but
he was quick to add that this
year's Homecoming seems
"Just as exciting."
Originally from the Glyndon,
MN area, Richards said he
would want to come back to
Moorhead State for his
education because it was so
personal.

<

Men's Dress Shirts
Beautifully
Laundered.
Starched as
you request.
Buttons
replaced.
Folded or on hangers.

e
38
Ea. No Limit.

One Hour Martinizing
IS AMEMBEROFTHE

F.M. STUDENT C O OPERATIVE UNION

Entitling You To A 20%
Discount On All Dry Cleaning
Holiday Mall, Moorhead

Vern Schranz '36

-

We Specialize in Custom Paint
and Fiberglass Bodies

AUTO BODY
1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial 232-2703
FREE ESTIMATES AND GLASS INSTALLATIONS
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Kise Commons — a r<
likes and dislikes
By LeAnn Kuntz
Desserts outdistanced their
nearest opponent, meat, by
more than a two-to-one margin
in a popularity race to find the
best liked foods at Moorhead
State College last spring. The
main difference between local
results and the national results
compiled by ARA Slater, MSC's
food service company, is that
students locally opted more for
fresh apples, oranges and whole
kernel corn.
Too bad about liking apples so
much.

Foods disliked by at least half of students on meal contracts at MSC.
Per
50
52
54
54
57
58
59
61
63
64
64
70

cent
Broccoli
Stuffed tomato cold platter
Brussel Sprouts
French fried eggplant
Cauliflower
Navy bean soup
Cucumber and onion salad
Stewed tomatoes
Stuffed peppers
Sauteed liver
Spinach
Lima beans

cent
Ice cream sundae
Brownies
Ice cream
Strawberry Shortcake
Chocolate Chip Cookie
Fried Chicken
Hamburger on bun
French fried potatoes
Whole kernel corn
Fresh apple
Fresh orange
Beef steak
Roast turkey
Orange juice
Milk
Fresh peaches

Per
3
0
0
1
3
6
3
2
13
1

Breakfast
appetizers
soups
Salads
Sandwiches
Entrees
Vegetables
Breads
Desserts
Beverages

Cent

Food Categories Most Liked

DIAMOND
RINGS

Statistics also reinforce the
decision already made to add
ice cream to the menu. Ice
cream lickers rallied behind
their taste buds just enough to
get it on the charts. Lima beans,
stuffed peppers, sauteed liver
and spinach would probably be
hissed off any convention floor
if their low score is any in
dication of their backing.
Coffee was rated as the least
liked beverage, but along with
that it also took a beating at the
polls when 100 per cent of the
students last year said they
were not satisfied with its taste.
Lucky thing about milk
though.

Foods like by at least 90 per cent of MSC students
Per
90
90
90
91
91
91
91
92
91
92
92
92
92
93
93
93

"Apples are just too ex
pensive to serve. We at least try
to get them on the menu in some
form like in desserts," says
MS C . F o o d
JService
Manager Clint Stacey.

Orange juice
grape juice
chicken noodle
tossed green
Hamburger on bun
Roast turkey
French fries
Hot biscuits
Fresh peaches
Milk

Neubarth's Jewelry
LOCATED IN
THE MOORHEAD
CENTER MALL

Because the food service on
campus operates on the
premise that students skip
meals, it can offer students
seven meals for the price of
five. And that is exactly what
ARA Slater, Moorhead State
College's food service, is doing.

There is plenty of milk around
for allthose people who helped
put it on the top. Some 300
"They (the food service)
gallons are dispensed in Kise
every day. Coke leads the pop would go broke if each student
field with 14 empty tanks a week ate all 21 meals he contracts
compared to its nearest com for," says Housing Director
petitor Tab at five, Sprite with Elliot Garb. For that reason a
four, Mr. Pibb with three and person on board-contract meals
may not
loan
his iden
Rootbeer with one.
tification card to someone else
Election officials include for any meal even though the
seven full time cooks, one man person on contract skips that
and six women and four meal.
students, three guys and one
Likewise, students may not
girl.
use their identification cards to
eat at any of the other five
Minnesota State Colleges also

food
contracts

Thanks to some students who
oversleep, some who are on
diets, and some who do not have
time to eat and some who just
cannot eat for one reason or
another, many students on meal
contracts atMoorhead State are
getting an extra chomp of food
at a lower price according to
food contract authorities.

Transcendental Meditation
For Students
Ease stress with effortless, easily
learned mental technique of

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

Tuna salads are primpedbefore meeting the serotinous dining public.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION.
"A profoundly deep state of rest"June 73THE NEWENGLANDER
"requires no belief"
Jan. 74 NEWSWEEK
"higher IQ"
Orme- Johnson — Domesh, Phd.
"practical and scientifically verifiable"
Dec. 72 NEW YORK TIMES
ATTEND FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
MON., OCT. 28,7:30 P.M., SENATE
CONFERENCE RM.,
MEMORIAL UNION, MSC
For further information call 232-5480

Photo

under food contracts with ARA vegetables o
slip in the lii
Slater.
the end. Sir
expensive,
Vice President of Student wants to mal
Personnel Robert MaCleod says are served 1
such a set-up would be possible, seconds.
but with more students eating
meals, prices would definitely
Students £
go up. Logically, the fewer mix meals
meals students miss, the more reasons. In
contract costs will rise.
student cann
Adding hard-service ice
cream and allowing unlimited
seconds at all meals except on
"special food nights" are two
changes ARA Slater has started
this year. No matter which line
a student starts in he may
return to any one for seconds as
many times as he wants.
Persons returning for seconds
on meat are required to go to
the end of the line to get a ticket,
while those returning for

from a sali
having the
although he
seconds and
plate. The
something i
like French
with someth
like stuffed ;
so many i
French Frt<
student will
come back
many food j
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al dining experience
made with vinegar. They are
not the same.
Now for the big questions.
What happens to left overs?
Probably the same thing that
happens to them at home, says
Stacey. Hamburger for
example, is ground up and used
in chile if there is some left
over. Usually there are very
few hamburgers left over
because they can be made to
order and are watched carefully
so there are few extras. No left
over sea food or vegetables are
saved.

HEY JOE, LETS

Bruce Crummy

fORGET A[S>C*JT

ORl^tClbiG MILK

TD04f

main ingredients

ier items may
ithout going to
neat is more
food service Surprise, surprise to all Kise with butter made of colored
re all students diners who thought they were crisco — relax. You have been
•e dishing out e a t i n g h a m b u r g e r s w i t h using margarine, just like mom
soybeans in them. You have buys at the store, only shipped
been eating nothing less than for serving purposes.
pure ground beef for the last 18
tot allowed to
years (with the exception of less
No one has been served any
to budgetary
than one month) according to dehydrated or artificial eggs at
ier words, a
Food Service Manager Clint Kise. Only fresh ones are used.
quest a bisquit
Stacey.
For those who drink tummyilate if he is
warming
hot chocolate, it is
serole dinner
Last year when meat prices made of a syrup containing milk
go back for
soared the Kise food service which is mixed with water. The
he whole salad
(ARA Slater) experimented frozen orange juice is also
i is to put
with textured vegetable protein mixed with water.
lg and costly
(soya). Because students were
for example,
less appealing not completely satisfied with it
and because it gummed up the
Also, a special message to all
srs so that not
grills, ARA Slater changed back escalloped potato fans who do
nts will eat
to pure ground beef.
not like them made with
lopefully, the
vinegar: Kise does not make
full and not
Those students who think they e s c a l l o p e d p o t a t o e s w i t h
seconds say
have been oiling their tongue vinegar. German potato salad is
nnel.*

Says Stacey, "I'm open to
suggestions concerning food,
really I am. In fact I wish more
students would tell us what they
want." If students want
something they should use the
Dining Service Committee to
get it. That is their job says
Stacey.
He adds that a common
misconception is that special
meal night means steak in
unlimited amounts. Actually,
what it means is the meal
served that night is more costly
than usual, which does not
necessarily mean it must be
steak. It can be other things like
chopped sirloin or ribs. People
can go back for seconds on
anything but meat on those
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

Hamburger.

nights for the obvious reason
that the meat is too expensive to
allow unlimited seconds.

was also stolen.

This year in one week 34 salt
shakers were stolen. "We only
Stacey has a complaint of his restock once a quarter so until
own concerning the food service the end of this quarter, it looks
and students: pilfering.
like diners will be short of salt
Last year more than $9,000 shakers," says Stacey. Of
worth of dishes were stolen or course, the students are the
broken. Around $500 worth of ones paying for keeping their
silverware (not to mention salt popcorn salty mused the food
shakers and sugar dispensors) service personnel.

LIVE MORE HAPPILY FOREVER AFTER...

Use Our Bridal Gift Registry
Happier you . . . because you registered your
silver and china patterns, your "needs" and
"haves" in our Bridal Registry. The gifts you
want and can use. Happier family and friends
too. Gift choosing is so much easier for them ...
no guess work. Just come to our Bridal Gift
Registry.

"WlcSWnek

SIXTY BROADWAY

Wayne W. Meyers.

Be frank.

24 Hrs. Service, Wherever You Are!
For Service Call 235-2823from 7 a.m.-ll p.m.

"THE CHEW SHOP"
Interstate 94 and Hiway 75
South Moorhead — 236-8200

A great way to advertise, help finane
club's celebration, anil an excellent souvenir
item. For your own personal w ay of identi
fication. Finest cju.dity cotton T-shirts, short
sleeved and completely washable. All stress
points are nylon reinforced. These are silk
screened with a stretch ink. in as many
colors as you like. Have your club emblem
or anything you can tfream up.

Want Ads 25*.

Our treatise art department can render ex
actly what you have in mind. Whether it be
fancy lettering, sour mascot, or a weird
character.

IQciCCex
n-

Steutifi 7V<n6A. IkC.

TV Z35-S3U- - c-4 N 4TH St
FARGO NORTH DAKOTA

- BOX
5B1D2
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arts
despite financial problems

close-up
Editor's Note: The Red River
Art Center of Moorhead
currently faces serious
financial problems and may
close in six months if sufficient
funding is not received. In order
to learn more about the Center's
appeal in the Fargo-Moorhead
area and its basic operating
procedures, Advocate reporter
Donna Bart talked with the
Center's director, Claudia
Baker.
By Donna Bart
"Art Is not a thing, it is a
way."
Elbert Hubbard, Epigrams.

For Claudia Baker, the words
of Elbert Hubbard are very
much a part of her philosophy
as director of the Red River Art
Center (RRAC) in Moorhead.
Art, she feels, is not a separate
field by itself and should not be
isolated from the rest of the
world.
"People do not realize that art
is in their lives all the time;
they are constantly utilizing it,"
she says. A common miscon
ception of the community's
people is that they think they
need a degree to appreciate art;
they are afraid to trust their
own judgment.
Comments Baker, "They
often tell me, 'I am not artistic,

art is for everybody at Red River Center
financial troubles, however, but
cultural centers everywhere
are sharing this problem.
Historically it was the very rich
who supported these institutions
and kept them out of debt. In the
past few years, nearly everyone
has become a supporter of art
institutions. The public's tax
money,inaddition to grants and
donations, unfortunately has
not enabled the Center to make
ends meet. The Board of
Directors struggled with this
problem alone until they
realized that the people were
concerned and willing to help
them find other means of
financial aid.

I would not understand art,' but
man is basically an artistic
'animal."
According to Baker, the role
of art is many-faceted.
Sometimes it is used to reflect
society, as in last year's
exhibition of Northern
European impressionists' work.
The show dealt with crime, war,
disease, poverty and social
injustice and was not a crowd
pleaser. It did, however, serve
to raise philosophical and
sociological questions among
visitors.
Another role of art is problem
solving. A recent exhibition
requiring community par
ticipation revealed that artists,
like other professionals, deal
with the world's problems also.

Baker believes that this
helpful attitude is "one of the
most promising things" about
the center. Their response to the
current sugar beet fund raising
effort has been startling. Last
Sunday, people of all ages
arrived at the Center to depart
in groups for beet picking.

The purpose of the Center is to
provide the public with a wider
frame of reference in art. Baker
currently is building a series of
programs and is attempting to
obtain a greater variety of
exhibitions. With a professional
artist such as Baker on the
staff, the RRAC Board of
Directors is trying to have the
Center billed as a professionally
operated institution.

Attendance at the Center
averages
75 to 100 people daily
Claudia Baker questions two young boys about the sugar beets they donated
without
regularly
scheduled
to the Red River Art Center.
Photo by Kurt Ciemmenson
tours. Baker comments, "Big
concerning the role of the art The money obtained from the city centers would be lucky to
center. Before Baker became sale of paintings goes directly to get 50 visitors a day."
director, it was operated as a the artist and does not aid us.
gallery and an art center, but Therefore, we have tried to
School children comprise the
not any more. "This is solely an steer away from that function."
largest
audience. It is not
There has been some con art center," she states. "Very
The Center is not without its surprising to find that she has
fusion in many people's minds few of our paintings are for sale.
such good rapport with them as
she has background in a
number of teaching jobs, in
cluding a program for gifted
children.

Arakawa art combines words with drawings
By Clare Friesen

Before visiting the Center for
he Arts,
the publicity for
\rakawa conjured up images of
in exhibit which would be
jutstanding, unique and
inusual. It was initially
iisappointing. The exhibit
consisted of 22 unobtrusive
drawings that could be termed
"disturbing".
However,
Arakawa's works are perhaps
successful in the sense that the
young Japanese artist does
intend to poke fun at one's
preconceived notions of art.

A. Arakawa came to the US in
1961. Presently his work is on
display at the Feldman Gallery
in New York. His art, which
consists of relatively geometric
shapes and words contrasted
with scrawled handwriting, is
characterized by its general
lack of color, extensive use of
gray and his unusual use of
words and word games. His
collection of drawings, many of
which are properly called "idea
drawings," reflect his interest
in semantics and his use of
irony, paradox, ambiguity and,
S
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this week
Oct. 14-31—Arakawa Drawings, art show, CA Gallery.
Oct. 24-26—MSC Theatre Production of The Devil's
Disciple, CA Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. Admission 75 cents for
students with activity cards, $2 for general public.
Oct. 25—Sri Chinmoy, lecture on "Eastern Spiritual
Philosophy", CMU Ballroom, 2:30 p.m., Free.
Oct. 25—"Duel in the Sun, SUPB Films, CMU, 8 p.m. Free.
David O. Selznick's sprawling western epic. Stars
> Gregory Peck and Jennifer Jones.
Oct. 27—Steve Werpy, student recital, CA Recital Hall, 8:15
p.m.
Oct. 29-31—Robin and Linda Williams, folk music, Wooden
Nickel Coffeehouse, 9-12 p.m., free.
Oct. 29 & 30—SigmaTau Gamma presents Horror and W. C.
Fields Films, Weld Hall, 8 p.m. 50 cents.

The Center is open Tuesday
above all, humor. Arakawa pomposity" according to through Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
attempts to get the viewer to Marcel Stratton of the and is closed on Mondays.
separate self from "the habit of Moorhead State College Art There is no admission charge.
...Continued on Page 12
thinking."
There is an inclination to be
upset with the artist's
seemingly misplaced blotches
of color, smeared writing- and
misspellings. As one viewer put
it, "This is the second time I've
seen this. I was under the im
pression I had forgotten to see
something the first time. I
hadn't,"
Perhaps he was right. Yet
81/2oz. NEW YORK
there is something fascinating
Cut, reg. $2.79
in Arakawa's challenges to
"Push, vibrate, scrape, crash
7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
and move these shapes into
reg. $2.39
colors," or, "Please estimate
the amount of time spent
15oz.T-BONE STEAK
making these lines."
reg. $3.79
OFF REGULAR
With such lines as, "Who is it
who makes it new if the maker
dies continually", Arakawa's
These steaks are
PRICE
work borders on the poetic,
grilled to your order, and
within the medium of art. He
include tossed salad,
ON THESE
uses carefully stenciled let
your choice of dressing,
tering in the same drawing with
baked potato and Texas
THREE STEAKS
toast!
scrawled, smeared hand
(I.D.'s must be shown)
writing, thus combining
"languages and systems into
each other in the same moving
place."
— NO TIPPING
Arakawa is whimsical and
witty, in many ways like Paul "COME AS YOU ARE'
Klee and Marcel Duchamp in
"puncturing the balloons of
2515 S. University Drive

Sunday Special

40

c

Bonanza
simoin PIT.
J
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sex symbol scores in football film
By Bruce R. Miller
If you decide to see Burt
Reynolds' latest motion picture,
"The Longest Yard," keep one
thing in mind — do not take it
seriously.
The movie is definitely
flawed, but Director Robert
Aldrich handles its overworn
stereotypes (including cruel
prison officials, Burt Reynolds'
superstar sex symbol image
and stupid athletes) so
beautifully that one can truly
enjoy the motion picture if
viewed in the proper vein.

film

Upon entering the peniten
tiary to serve his time, Crewe
meets Warden Hazen (Eddie
Albert), a cruel, power-crazed
football fan who wants the new
inmate to coach the guards'
semi-pro team to a national
title.

Thanks to; several severe
blows administered in the back
and groin by current team
captain Knauer (Ed Lauter),
Crewe refuses the offer and
promptly goes to the outlying
swamp barracks for defying
Hazen's authority.
After the Papillon-like camp
In this, his fifth motion picbecomes overly unbearable,
t u r e
A . C .
( a f t e r
Crewe asks to see the warden
"Cosmopolitan"), Reynolds
and proposes an alternative to
plays a character named Paul
Hazen's original request. In
Crewe who could easily be
stead of coaching the guards'
mistaken for Joe Namath,
squad, Crewe offers to form a
Marlon Brando or even
prisoners' team which would
Reynolds himself.
ultimately meet the watchmen
Crewe is an ex-pro football in a pre-season game. Seeing
player who has been drummed this as an opportunity to ex
out of the profession for shaving press his power over the con
points in a game and sentenced victs (when the guards win the
to Citrus State Prison for game), Hazen agrees and gives
stealing his wealthy girlfriend's Crewe four weeks to enlist and
Maserati automobile.
train a team.

Michael Conrad, Burt Reynolds and John Steadman star as three prisoners
who are involved in an explosive football game in "The Longest Yard."

With the aid of the Caretaker
(James Hampton) and former
pro Nate Scarboro (Michael
ConradX, Crewe begins to
recruit his team. All is not easy
for him, however, since many of
the prisoners feel his pointshaving was a crime worse than
their rape, murder and theft
felonies combined. Never
theless, when he mentions the

fact that they will get a free shot
at the guards, Crewe has men
coming in droves to join the
ranks.
For the last 45 minutes of the
film the action takes place
primarily on the football field
with preparations and actual
man-to-man combat providing
a number of sight gags which
should evoke cheers and
laughter from even the most
non-athletically inclined people
in the audience.
This segment, perhaps the
control and coordination most well-constructed portion
playing a strenuous drum solo of the movie, contains such
techniques as split-screen
with only his bare hands.
Concluding the concert was a f i l m i n g , s l o w m o t i o n
medly
from "Jesus Christ photography and bone-crushing
S u p e r s t a r ' ' o f w h i c h sound effects in order to give
"Everything's
Alright",
"Caiaphus", "What's the Buzz"
and "IDon't KnowHowTo Love
Him" were included. This
So. Hwy. 81
medly brought the small
237-0022
crowd to their feet once again
prompting Merriweather to ex
claim, "This much enthusiasm
will make you kill yourself."
West Acres Center
Demanding more from the trio
the crowd was satisfied with
282-2626
other tunes from the album
"Nubian Lady." Merriweather
summed up the whole feeling of
the concert when he said
West Acres Center
"Enthusiasm keeps you alive."

music of 3 sensitive men stirs enthusiasm
By Zoe Ames
The Roy Merriweather Trio
created a feeling of astonish
ment, excitement and wonder
as they smoothly interwined
gospel, jazz, rock, blues and
classical elements in their
homecoming concert last
Wednesday night. The trio
received a standing ovation
after an hour and a half of
musical genius.
Roy Merriweather, Frank
Smith and Paul Hines have only
been together as a trio since
July. After listening to them
play however it seemed as if
they have been together for a
long time.
The concert is ample proof
that the Roy Merriweather trio
consists of three sensitive
people picking up the feeling of
each other. The opening song,
an original by Merriweather
called "Tribulations,"
illustrated full use of the
keyboard by Merriweather.

to the trio until they performed
their second number, a tune by
Robert Flack, "Killing Me
Softly." This tune had the hint
of Spanish flavor that
Merriweather likes so well. The
third number, a tune from their
latest album "Nubian Lady,"
was "Me and Mrs. Jones." It
started very mellow and led
right into a piano solo
highlighted by Merriweather
stroking the harp of the piano.

From this Merriweather
modulated into a medly
starting with a tune called
"Free Again" which directly
led into "Feeling Good", con
cluding a spectacular display of
individual musicianship by the
trio. Merriweather created a
blur with his hands as they
repeatedly soared one foot
above the keyboard. Frank
Smitlj really got involved in his
music and threw in the "1812
Overture" which brought a
standing ovation after his bass
The audience didnot warm up solo. PaulHines displayed great

TWIN THEATRES

5

Die film an air of realism.
As. expected, the prisoners
v.in the game, which, of course,
debases the warden and returns
the inmates' pride.
Even though this ending
seems quite trite and overused
it really is the only way to finish
the film since, in the beginning,
the actors and the director
failed to initiate the social
statement originally intended
by the screenwriter.
The acting, for the most part,
is quite appropriate for the
film's altered intentions despite
a majority of the scenes
requiring nothing more than
good stuntwork.
Reynolds, surprisingly, is
excellent in an all-too-familiar
role, while Albert is perfectly
awful in a part that chould only
have been done by Ida Lupino.
Needless to say, the true stars
of the motion picture are former
professional football players
Joe Kapp, Mike Henry and Ray
Nitschke who provide some of
the movie's best moments when
they take to the field for the
football free-for-all which far
surpasses any National Foot
ball League blooper films
shown on television.
While "The Longest Yard"
does not always win the quality
toss, it certainly deserves extra
footage for hilarity everytime
the story's serious angle is
forgotten and strictly played
for laughs.

^Xnema.70

Oiumll
282-2626

^atevvtuj
3 0 2 Main Ave.

293-1430
STARTS TONIGHT!

THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

1-94 & Hiway 75

DISNEY DOUBLE FEATURE
THE BEANS & I
THE SHAGGY DOG
fPMK,
J
NIGHTLY 7:00
NIGHTLY 8:45
SAT. & SUN. CONT. FROM 1:30
BURT REYNOLDS
THE LONGESTYARD
Nightly 7:15-9:25
Sat. & Sun. Cont. From l 00
F-M'S LUXURY THEATRES

FM
COMMUNITy

the AT Q t-

TOBACCO ROAD
Oct. 31 — Nov. 3
Nov. 7—10
8:15 P.M.
Emma K. Herbst Playhouse
Island Park

236-5252

RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION AT
THE COMMUNITY TH EATER ONLY
PHONE 235-6778
Hours:
12:00 N-5:00 P.M. Monday-Saturday
Performance Days:
12:00N-6:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.
Performance Sundays:
2:00 P.M.-6:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.

"This project is jointly supported by grants from the North Dakota Council on the Arts & Humanities &
the Minnesota State Arts Council with funds appropriated by the Minnesota State Legislature and the
National Endowment for the Arts, a Federal Agency."

MIKE NICHOLS'
-JACK NICHOLSON (AND1CE BERGEN
ARTHUR GARFUNKEL ANNMARGRET
RGEN ARTHUR
CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
An Avco Embassy Rptejse .
[R|® ftnawsen fecnracokx
JOSEPH E LEVINE presents
An Avco Embassy Picture

Eve.— 7:15-9:15
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Sally can't dance, but Lou Reed surely can deliver
By Jeff Baenen
Remember those fabulous
sixties? B^atlemania? Flower
Power? The Summer of Love?
Psychedelia? Woodstock?
Yeah, the times they were
a'changing. It seemed as if all
you needed was love.
What you probably do not
remember about those fabulous
sixties is an obscure New York
band known as the Velvet
Underground. A project of Andy
Warhol, the Velvet Un
derground sang about depravity
years before it became the thing
to do.

Lou Reed, the leader, went'
solo, achieving recognition
through DavidBowie. Lou Reed
is a survivor, not only of heroin
and street life, but also of the
sixties. It is his stark, painful
honesty which will make him
the spokesman for the seven
ties.
Sally Can't Dance, his fifth
album, brings Lou full cycle. A
couple years ago, he portrayed
the inhabitants of his nightmare
world — drag queens, hookers,
jive-ass junkies — and advised
us to "Take A Walk on the Wild
Side." Berlin contained more

flip side
By Kurt Hegland
Tom Jans. He wroteDobie Gray's hit "Loving Arms," which is
included on the album. The LP is nice, soft, pretty much listening
music.
Pickin' Up by Red, White and Blue (Grass). With a little help
from fiddlers Byron Berline and Vassar Clements the LP toe-taps
its way through two sides of basic bluegrass Very good for its genre.
Smiler by Rod Stewart. The usual, good Rod Stewart fare. On tne
album are tunes written for him by Paul McCartney and Elton
John.
From Genesis to Revelation by Genesis. A re-release of early
material by one of the best, current, British avant garde groups.
One can see they have come a long way. Although the early
material is good, it is only a fraction of the quality they are putting
out now.
War Babies by Daryl Hall and John Oates. With Todd Rundgren
playing lead guitar, Hall and Oates have put out their third
dynamite album. It is super!!!
PORSCHE
AUDI
VOLKSWAGEN

(Aliens jAuioIjaus, <3rtc<

3405 W. Main, Fargo, N.D.

Phone: 237-0630

northern school
supply co.
bookstore
Your No. 1 Supplier

Northern School Supply Co. Bookstore
8th St. & N.P. Avenue
FARGO# N.D.

shock value: young speed
freaks trapped between
schizophrenia and suicide.
Lou's image changed along with
his progression from decadence
to anger.
Lou's image is now cooly
detached as he watches Sally,
the subject of his latest work,
slowly disintegrate. Sally is the
original flowerchild — "She was
the first girl in her neigh
borhood — to wear tie-dyed
pants like she should — She was
the first girl that I'd ever seen
— To have flowers painted on
her jeans." But now Sally is
burnt out, strung out, totally
wasted: "Sally can't dance no
more — She had too much meth
and can't get off of the floor."
Lou rubs it in, savoring the
destruction of the child of the
sixties, who ends up in the trunk

of a Ford.
"Kill Your Sons" grates with
references to psycho wards and
lobotomized victims: "All your
two-bit psychiatrists are filling
me with electric shots." Lou
strikes out at the drudgery of
day-to-day living in "Enuie."
Ideals have been smashed ("All
of the things that your brother
said — Look at them, they jump
out of windows and now they're
just dead"), and all hope is
doomed to failure ("Maybe
some day you'll have a wife —
And then alimony."
Lou's style ranges from the
cool smoothness of "Ride Sally
Ride" ("Ooh, isn't it nice —
When you find your heart is
made out of ice?") to the jazzed-up inanity of "Animal
Language," a fight between
Miss Reilly's dog and Miss

Murphy's cat. "Baby Face"
moves with a quiet intensity,
but its bluesy exterior hides its
deadliness. "N.Y. Stars" is the
stance of agresso-punk swagger
("I'm just waiting for them to
hurry up and die — It's getting
too crowded here — help me,
N.Y. Stars."), riding above a
churning rhythm.
"Billy" is Lou's semiautobiography. Like "Sweet
Jane," "Billy" revolves around
characters; in this case, Lou
and his best friend Billy. Billy is
the hard-working student who
goes to war while Lou stays at
home and plays pool. Billy
returns, nerves shot, and Lou
cannot relate to him.
If Lou continues to hit his
mark as he does on this album,
maybe the seventies will be
worth remembering after all.

take
By Bruce R. Miller
Lenus Carlson, a 1967
graduate of Moorhead State
College, will be making his
debut with the Metropolitan
Opera Company in New York,
NY this Friday.
Carlson will be appearing in
"Pagliacci," starring Richard
Tucker and Grace Bumbry and
is scheduled to sing in the Met's
production of "Romeo and
Juliet" later in the season.
—555—
Today is the last day to buy
tickets at the reduced student
rates for the fall quarter theatre
presentation of George Bernard
Shaw's comedy, "The Devil's
Disciple."
Following the Thursday
evening performance, all
tickets will be sold at the $2
general admission price.
The play, a classic tale of
romance and revolution in
Colonial America, will be
presented Oct. 24-26 in the CA
Auditorium with curtain time at
8:15 p.m.
Seats may be reserved by
calling the College Box Office at
236-2271.
—555—'
Two excellent television
programs that you probably

Arakawa con't.
Department. A recurring theme
in his work is the idea of
"mistake" as in "Notes on my
paintings — What I am
mistakenly looking for,"
followed by a list of 18 items
with the word "mistake"
penciled across them.
One drawing entitled
"Critical Mistake" has two
solid blocks of black with the
word "YEW" above one and
"NO" above the other. The
smudged scrawl below brought
Marcel Stratton to remark that
perhaps Arakawa put
plexiglass over his drawings to
avoid the answers of some
graffiti writer to his questions:
"Once in awhileI have to do
this act. What a slow history we
have. To abolish such acts. Is
that possible?" "Do you like
this painting?"
The Arakawa exhibit will be
in the MSC Center for the Arts
Oct. 14-31.

5gf

won't want to miss will be have happened to a nicer series
telecast back-to-back Monday and star.
evening.
At 7 p.m. Carol Burnett hosts
"Drink, Drank, Drunk" on the
Public Broadcasting System
(KFME-TV Channel 13 in
Fargo.)
The hour-long special
delicately handles the problem
of alcoholism with a number of
songs, comedy sketches and
dramatic scenes designed to
alert the public about the thirdlargest health problem in
America today.
Following "Drink, Drank,
Drunk" at 8 p.m. on the
Columbia Broadcasting System
(KXJB-TV Channel 4) is the
social event of the year —
Rhoda Morgenstern is getting
married!
The hour-long episode of
Valerie Harper's new television
series will not only feature
current regulars Nancy Walker
and Julie Kavner, but it will
also star Rhoda's zany friends,
Mary Tyler Moore, Ed Asner,
Cloris Leachman and Georgia
Engels from "The Mary Tyler
Moore Show."
The special episode of
"Rhoda" should, according to
TV Guide, be viewed by some 20
million viewers and may rival
"I Love Lucy's" birth of little
Ricky in total Nielsen points.
After seeing a special preview
of it last week, all I can say is
don't miss it! Everything that
can possibly happen at a
wedding does, and it could not

A perfect Keepsake diamond
brilliant and beautiful forever.

"WtAcfoat' &
favebuf,
"HOME OF KEEPSAKE
DIAMONDS"
GLEN INGNELL
627-1st Avenue North
Fargo, North Dakota

Fargo's Notorious

FLAME'
408 Roberts St.

Entertainment
Nightly
5:30-7:00 — 8:30-12:45

Fargo's Only
Go-Go Girls

SESAME
Early Christmas Bonus

10% Off
Your Next Purchase
With This Coupon.
GOOD THRU OCT. 31ST
(NOT GOOD ON SALE MERCHANDISE

five Moorhead State departments under new leadership
By Marilyn Mitzel

philosophy from Spring Hill
College in Mobile, AL., plus a
master's and doctorate in
comparative literature from the
University, of Southern
California in Los Angeles. In
addition, he has professional
degrees in theology, the BD and
STL, from the University of
The following is a summary of Amsterdam and has studied at
the new department heads' Laval University and the
e d u c a t i o n a n d p r e v i o u s University of Munich.
positions of employment.
His writings and publications
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Dr. Forrest L. Ingram, are too numerous to list except
a s s o c i a t e p r o f e s s o r a n d to say that his book "The
c h a i r m a n , d e p a r t m e n t of Winesburg Form" has been
English. Ingram comes to MSC accepted for publication. He has
from Illinois, where he was an been commissioned by the
associate editor of the Open International Comparative
Cour Publishing Company. Literature Association to write
Prior to that he was at Loyola a definitive article on short
University, New Orleans, where story cycles to be published in
he served as associate professor the "Dictionary of Literary
in the English Department, T e r m s , " a n i n t e r n a t i o n a l
Frior to that, he was a visiting project.
teacher at Ignatius College in
Ingram replaces Dr. Fred
Amsterdam and a visiting
lecturer at the University of Fetrow, who served as English
Department chairman for one
Southern California.
year. Fetrow left MSC to teach
Ingram holds an AB Degree at the Naval Academy in An
in English and a masters in napolis, MD.

Beginning this fall quarter,
five Moorhead State depart
ments opened the school year
under new leadership: English,
Special Education, Minority
Group Studies, Economics and
Business Administration.

MAKE EPKO INC. YOUR
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL
YOUR PHOTOCRAPHIC NEEDS

• epko.ino.

631 N.P. Avenue, Fargo

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Dr. Max Spriggs, associate
professor of education a n d
director of special education.
After earning his doctorate at
the University of Minnesota, he
went on to the University of
Illinois at Urbana, where he
served as Chairman of the
D e p a r t m e n t of S p e c i a l
Education. In addition to work
as a speech . therapist
with
the mentally retarded in Twin
City area schools, he has held
similar positions in Detroit and
Seattle.
Spriggs holds the BS from the
University of Minnesota and the
MS f r o m S t . Cloud S t a t e
College. He has been a member
of the Governor's Committee on
E m p l o y m e n t of t h e H a n 
dicapped and is associate editor
of Exceptional Children.
MINORITY GROUP STUDIES
K. Melvin Hendrix, instructor
and chairman of minority group
studies. Hendrix earned a BA
degree in history and political
science from Concordia*
College, the MA from Stanford
University in African and Latin
American History, and is a
candidate for a doctorate at
Stanford.
After serving in the Air
Force, he joined the faculty of
Concordia College. His most
recent assignment there was
assistant professor in the

dari-delite
Restaurant
WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER
S°NABLE SSUSn*
poonT :. SS2T
?"
Pina
PRICES
Foot Long 60c

235-6651

7VM£cuU25C.
..CALL

CITY CAB

233-1354

NO METERS

History Department. While at Lysne, who has been serving as
Stanford, he taught courses on acting chairman of the Business
r a c i s m a n d prejudice a n d Administration Department
served as a director for in and who is continuing as
tramural officials.
chairman of the Business
Education Department.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Dr. Daniel R. Knighton, a
Dr. David C. Nelson comes to member of the Economics
MSC from Southern University Department Faculty since 1970
in Baton Rouge,LA, to head the and an assistant professor, is
B u s i n e s s A d m i n i s t r a t i o n now the department chairman.
Department. Nelson holds a
b a c h e l o r of b u s i n e s s a d 
K n i g h t o n , a g r a d u t e of
m i n i s t r a t i o n f r o m t h e Franklin and Marshall College
University of Minnesota, a in Pennsylvania, earned his
m a s t e r ' s i n a g r i c u l t u r a l doctorate at the University of
economics from NDSU and a North Carolina at Chapel Hill;
doc tora te in a g r i c u l t u r a l
He is a former international
economics from the University representative for the Textile
of Nebraska.
Workers Union of America,
AFL-CIO, and former organizer
Nelson has been on the NDSU for the International Ladies
Faculty intermittently for nine Garment Workers Union, AFLyears. Prior to coming to MSC, CIO.
he was acting
chief of a
Southern University R u r a l
Knighton succeeds Dr.
Economy project conducted in Eugene Philipps, who h a d
The Republic of Cameroon, served three consecutive terms
Africa.
as chairman and who continues
on the Economics Department
Nelson succeeds Dr. Howard Faculty.

FOOD
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MSC runners primed for NIC meet
By Ron Fideldy
Revenge is known to be sweet
and the Dragon harriers will be
searching for a honeyed taste
when they travel to St. Cloud
Oct. 26 for the Northern In
tercollegiate Conference (NIC)
cross country championships.
St. Cloud State College has won
eight consecutive NIC titles,
including last year's con
troversial crown. The Huskies
defeated Moorhead State
College by a single point 35-36.
One advantage for the
Dragons is the presence of John
Tiemann (jr-St. Paul), the
defending NIC individual
champion. Tiemann has been
the second man on the 1974

squad behind co-captain Mike
Francis (sr-Austin), causing
him to be a bit pessimistic about
his title defense. "Mike
shouldn't be defeated before the
NAIA championship, but if he's
within 100 yards of me with a
mile left, he'll have a race he
won't forget."
The 1974 title chase should not
differ much from last year
according to MSC Coach Ken
Bladow. "MSC and St. Cloud
will be dueling it out once again.
Last year we were the dark
horse and almost won; now we
are the favorite, and I'm hoping
for a better result. The Huskies
will be prepared. They're
running on their home course,

optimism prevails at
basketball practice

By Mary Ann Young
Optimism is the key word
when speaking of the 1974-75
Dragon basketball team after
one week of practice.
"We're setting goals to win at
least 20 games, win the con
ference and make the Nationals
at Kansas City," said Dennis
Anderson, head basketball
coach. Proving the strength of
the Dragons, Anderson will
have "a starting team, not a
starting five." Coming off a
disappointing 12-14 record last
season, the squad's attitude is
deemed by Anderson "very
good and they have a lot of
enthusiasm" which was a factor
seemingly lacking in their last
season.
Returning with eight lettermen, the basketball team
will be led by co-captains, 6-3
Jim Bowen (sr-York, SC), allNIC and Dragon Most Valuable
Player last season, and 6-6 Dean
Renneke (sr-Wood Lake). Other
returning lettermen include 6-4
Larry Higdem (sr-Detroit
Lakes), 6-5 Larry Potter (srDiiluth Central), 6-6 Chris Grier
(sr-Augusta, Ga), 5-10 Phil
Larkins (sr-Brooklyn, NY), 6-4

and they don't want to have that
string broken."
Tiemann, Francis and Co.
have prepared for the NIC meet
by evening the score with new
and old rivals. The Dragons
defeated North Dakota State
University 24-37 on Oct. 15.
Although the Bison placed
runners first and third, MSC
countered with 7 finishers in the
top 9 positions. Francis finished
second in 26:40; Dave Childo
(so-So. St. Paul) was 4th;
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Delivery Service
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points, Bemidji State CollegeIll, University of North Dakota117, and North Dakota State
School of Science-no team total.
Francis and Tiemann led the
scoring at 2nd and 3rd with
25:44 and 26:07 respectively.
Chilko and Cellette were 5th and
6th, and Line Woodbury (jrWhiteBear Lake) was 11th. The
Dragons are 4-1 in meets with a
22-1 team record.

Minn-Kota Minnesota's only
women's athletic conference
By Janna Quitney

The Minn-Kota Conference,
Minnesota's only women's
intercollegiate athletic con
ference, was only a dream 16
E d C u r r y ( s r - F r e e p o r t , years ago. The conference
Bahamas), and6-1 Dave Neisen began as an outgrowth of the
Women's
(so-Watkins, St. John's Prep). T r i - C o l l e g e
Recreation Associations in 1959Up from last year's junior
60.
varsity and expected to see
more varsity action are 6-1
Early planning groups saw
Kevin Carlsrud (so-Rothsay), 5the value of competition for
11 Bob Daniels (jr-Raleigh, NC)
students from Moorhead State
and 6-3 Doug Thompson (jr- College, Concordia College and
Cottonwood). Jim Banks (so-St. North Dakota State University,
Paul) who did not participate and were aware of the need for
last season will also appear on a more structured and ex
the varsity roster.
panded program of com
Two transfer students from petition. Because of this,
the University of Utah will add contests were scheduled bet
much needed height to the ween the three colleges in
Dragon team. Andre Means (so- various sports. During the next
Staten Island, NY) and Tony few years competition
was
Johnson (so-Newark, NJ) are expanded by scheduling games
measured at 6-9 and 6-10, with the University of North
respectively. Johnson will be Dakota and Bemidji State
unable to play until Jan. 13 College during Tri-College
because of transfer ineligibility. season.
The Dragons lost one starter,
Kraig Wold, through
In 1965-66 department
graduation. Dave Canton (sr- chairmen from the five schools
Moorhead) and John Carlson had their first formal meeting
(sr-Marshall) have not reported to discuss the formation of a
to practice.
women's intercollegiate sports
The basketball team's first conference. Guidelines, stan
game is against Jamestown dards, philosophies and a
College, Nov. 29 at Moorhead. constitution were developed in
subsequent meetings over the
next six years.

DUANE'S
HOUSE OF
PIZZA

Tiemann and Rick Cellette (jrCrystal) tied for 5th, and Pat
Hanlon (so-Bagley) completed
the scoring at 7th. It was the
first time the Dragons have
beaten the Bison in seven years
of competition.
The new rival is the
University of Manitoba, the
only team to defeat the Dragons
this year. MSC repaid the favor
by downing Manitoba 26-41 at
the Sioux Invitational in Grand
Forks. NDSU was third with 79

J

fly with bb team
The Dragon basketball squad
will compete on the west coast
again this winter with four
games scheduled against
California-Irvine, Cal StateNorthridge, CaliforniaRiverside and Pepperdine, Dec.
17-23. The Moorhead State
athletic department plans to
again charter a jet for the
western excursion with seats
available to MSC students,
faculty, player's families and
those associated with MSC.!
Charter tickets are expected to
cost approximately $140 for a
round-trip fare. Preliminary
reservations should be made at
the MSC athletic department
before Nov. 1.

In the fall of 1971 the con
stitution for the Minn-Kota
Conference was adopted and
the women's intercollegiate
conference, a dream in 1959,
became a reality. Mayville
State College, Valley City State
College and the University of
Minnesota-Morris were added
to the conference in the spring
of 1972. These schools and the
five charter member schools
comprise today's 8-member
Minn-Kota Conference.

The conference hs been ex
panding its program steadily
and sponsors championships in
basketball, volleyball, golf,
tennis, gymnastics, badminton
and indoor track. A new con
ference outdoor track cham
pionship has been added this
year. Minn-Kota also schedules
competition in field hockey and
Softball.

The governing body of the
conference is the Ad
ministrative Council. Each
school has two physical
education faculty represen
tatives, one non-physical
education faculty represen
tative and one student
representative on the council.
This years representatives
from MSC are Judy Bowers,
Donella Palmer, both in
structors, Dr. Janet Paulsen,
associate
professor of

DRAGON TALES:
MSC teams fared well in
Minn-Kota competition this past
weekfln volleyball the B Team
evened its conference mark at
2-2 by defeating Mayville 15-4,
15-10. The A Squad also downed
Mayville 15-11, 15-7 to up its
conference record to 2-3. Field
hockey team members retained
their position at the top of
conference standings with a 13-0
thrashing of UND.

Chemistry, and Deb Saxe (soHarmony) respectively.

rec news
Bowling high rollers
Tuesday 5 p.m. Women
Judy Floyd 203
Tuesday 7 p.m. Women
July Retrum 171
Tuesday 9 p.m. Mixed
Gorde Nygard 231
Wednesday 7 p.m. Men
Jim Hubred 211
Wednesday 9 p.m. Men
Scott Loeslie 184

Thursday 5 p.m. Men
Keith Richie 211
Thursday 9 p.m. Mixed
Bill Paul 189
There will be a double elimination
14.1 billiards tournament tonight at 5
p.m. Trophies for first, second and
third place finishes will be given.
Ben Knox is the leader in the
singles foosball tournament.

See Miss Black Velvet At
Popeye's Nov. 1-2. Stop In
And Visit With Her From 5:00-10:00

Popeye's

4th and Main
Moorhead
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Homecoming —
MSC style

Dragon fullback Jack Holewa (sr-St. Anthony) finds nowhere to go but up in Moorhead's homecoming contest.

Title Nine may cause change in
entire women's athletic program
By Jim Thielman
Scholarships for women
athletes are becoming more
common on many college
campuses and this plus other
breakthroughs may be just
around the corner for women at
Moorhead State College.
In some cases, however,
equalization of opportunities
between men and women may
come at a pace too quick for
MSC to handle as a result of a
federal non-discriminatory act
called Title Nine. The act, in
part, calls for equal op
portunities regarding athletic
competition and facilities for
both men and women.
An athletic program that at
one time probably offered more
equal opportunities than most
area colleges through women's
programs, men's programs and,
co-ed intramurals, many now at
MSC f a c e s o m e m a j o r
alterations to keep abreast of
the times.
MSC women have competed
in conference play for about 15
years, according to Margaret
Moore, head of the Women's
Physical Education Depart
ment at MSC. Conference play
was extremely limited until
1972, when MSC joined the 8team Minn-Kota Conference.
Miss Moore sees advantages
of the act and would like to see
further changes for women at
the college but she also points to
a few snags in Title Nine that
may pose problems at MSC.
Title Nine requires a college
to allow women to compete in
the same or separate equivalent
sports as men or face the
possibility of losing federal
funds. The Federal Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare will send out
representatives to assure
equality is being carried out.
If the college is not offering
equal opportunities to both men
and women, federal funds may
be cut. Miss Moore says the
earliest this could happen would
be Jan. 1, 1975. "They have not
told us how they are'going to do

this (monitor programs) yet."
she adds._
"As long as we have com
parative teams," says Moore,
"there can be single-sex teams.
The problem is that we have
nothing comparable to men's
wrestling or women's volleyball
teams." As there is no men's
gymnastic team, men should be
allowed to compete on the
women's team if they desire.
Another problem would be the
scholarship situation, which is
already a problem for many
coaches and athletes due to lack
of funds. Moore notes colleges
such as Mankato State and St.
Cloud State have offered women
scholarships and she feels MSC
will have to follow suit.
Scholarships would afford
women better chances to
develop their skills as it would
probably lead to more nonconference play.
The scholarship hitch is that
Title Nine may require men and
women to share scholarship
funds on an equal basis, ac
cording to Moore. She notes that
this may not be entirely fair
since the men have raised much
of the money to support their
programs and the women
have no right to dip into this.
On the other side of the coin,
she compares men's and
women's athletic budgets and
sees the men getting five times
as much money. "I'm not trying
to take anything away from the
men's program," she adds.
"They need more money but so
do we."
Insufficient funds have forced
Moore and all other women's
coaches to o p e r a t e without

assistants. Even in sports with a
varsity and junior varsity team,
one person still coaches both
teams.
A solution she offers in some
sports, in lieu of more funds, is
to have one head coach for both
men and women. She says the
teams with few members, such
as golf and tennis, could have
one coach. "If Smitty (men's
golf coach T. E. Smith) is the
best golf coach, then let him
coach both squads." This would
leave some personnel free to
assist in other areas.
The lack of money has also
limited the quality of women's
competition, according to
Moore. The Minn-Kota Con
ference was set up to minimize
travel expenses and many of the
schools in the conference don't
offer all sports. Moore's own
Field Hockey Team has only
three opponents of a possible
seven.
"Every girl coming to MSC
should have the opportunity to
participate on a team where she
can develop her skills. I'd like to
see more travel to develop this
and more competition against
non-conference schools," she
said.
Moore was not advocating
playing the same number of
games as men but she would
like a wider variety of games to
play.
She says skills have improved
among women because high
schools are offering more in
women's sports now and frosh
women coming to MSC are
going to expect scholarships
and a greater degree of com
petitiveness.

tom's park *oWers
haircutters
brin^a new look to haircutting

Men's Side
North Door
235-4247
~

"PuxCuc&i

Women's Side
South Door A
235-3109
"

Dan Smith (jr-Moorhead) left, sends a fourth quarter St. Cloud punt straight
up in the air. Bob Schaefer (jr-Osakis) recovered the blocked punt and
returned it for a Dragon touchdown. Photos by Bruce Crummy.

DRIVE A LITTLE/ SAVE A LOT
Authorized Chevrolet Sales & Service

Coupe

SMALLTOWN/ LOW OVERHEAD
GIVES YOU THE BEST DEALS YET.

CASSELTON, N.D. 58012 • PHONE 347-4451

Bob Fritz Sporting Goods
Brings You Intramural Scores

Men's flag football
Yellow Division

Blue Division

Owls
8
0
Bailers
7
1
TKE
7
0
Rangers
6
1
Cream
6
2
King Crabs
5
2
7th Floor
4
4
Preverts
3
4
Alex
4
3
Dazzeling Dromedaries -3
5
Sig Taus
3
4
Vikings
3
4
Sheiks
3
5
Big Cats
2
5
Vets
2
5
Encleur
2
5
Zeros
0
8
Lommen Hall will beopen for general recreation Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Showers are
provided for men and you must furnish your own equipment.
Coed flag football championship game will be held Oct. 24 at 7:30
p.m. at Nemzek Field. The TKEs and Rangers faced each other
yesterday and Sterling battled Snarr RAs and Desk later that day to
determine which teams would advance to the finals.
Punt, pass and kick contest will be held Oct. 31 at 4:15 p.m. Coed,
women and men's competition will be held. Register at the meet
(Nemzek).
Coed volleyball registration is now open until noon today. Play
starts Oct. 28 and continues until Nov. 19.

For All Your Skiing Equipment
SHOP BOB FRITZ

SPORTING GOODS

DOWNTOWN FARGO — 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N.P. Ave.
City Center

Moorhead
Fargo
Fergus Falls

fib PIONEER* Sx535

20Wx2RMS stereo receiver featuring PLL FMMPX, precision
equalizeer and direct-coupled OCL power amp.

(299.95)

Why pay for watts that are wasted? The Pioneer SX-535 combines
practical power with advanced features and high performance to prove
that high power is not always the answer when it comes to good high
fid^fity listening. The FM tuner section employs a low-noise FET and to
ensure stability under all operating conditions, the FM MPX circuit is the
advanced PLL (Phase-Lock-Loo) type with an IC.

NOW, PACKAGED
WITH BIC FORMU
4 SPEAKERS AND
BSR 310 TURNTABLE.
(REGULAR PRICE $694.85)

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE...

Watch for it...
THE COMING OF THE NEW

SPEAKER LINE
BROOKDALE
IN SOUTH
MOORHEAD
AND VILLAGE
WEST, FARGO

Maybe You Don't
Need New Speakers!
The BSR METROTEC FREQUENCY
EQUALIZER is a highly sophisticated
multi-band tone control used to make
critical fine tuned adjustments on audio
systems to counteract acoustical or elec
tronic deficiencies. It might be just what
you need

BSR FEW2
FREQUENCY
FREQUENC
FAIIAII7ED
EQUALIZER
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